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Matthew Baker Appointed to Oversee SUNPAN’s NewSUNPAN
Houston Warehouse Facility

By Sharna Bass

 Nov 16, 2023

Sunpan, a leading global furniture and decor brand, has recently announced the appointment of Matthew Baker as the head of theirSunpan
newly constructed 200,000-square-foot warehouse facility in Baytown, TX. With over two decades of management experience

acquired from working with renowned American companies, Baker’s role will be instrumental in expanding Sunpan’s presence inSunpan
the United States.

Baker’s positive attitude, unwavering dedication, and strong skillset make him an invaluable addition to the Sunpan team. As theSunpan
Operations and Warehouse Manager for the Houston facility, he will oversee daily operations to ensure efficient and seamless

fulfillment of all U.S. orders. The launch of the facility is scheduled for the upcoming weeks.

Sunpan’s Vice President of Sales, Carl Lovett, expresses excitement about the impact Baker will have on their business operations,Sunpan
stating, “Having a warehouse that is local to a significant portion of our customers will revolutionize the way they shop and engage

with Sunpan.” This sentiment echoes the company’s commitment to adapting and improving their services to meet customer needsSunpan
effectively.

The opening of the Houston warehouse facility is a testament to Sunpan’s dedication to providing superior standards andSunpan
prioritizing customer satisfaction. The facility will enable a larger inventory, faster shipments, and the convenience of local order

pickups for American customers. Sunpan anticipates releasing more information regarding the expansion in Houston, TexasSunpan
throughout the year.
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1. What will Matthew Baker’s role be at Sunpan?Sunpan
Matthew Baker will be responsible for overseeing the operations of Sunpan’s newly constructed warehouse facility in Houston,Sunpan

Texas.

2. What are the benefits of the Houston warehouse facility for customers?

The Houston warehouse facility will allow for a larger inventory, faster shipments, and the option for American customers to pick up
orders directly from the warehouse.

3. When will the Houston facility be launched?
The facility is expected to launch in the coming weeks.

4. Will there be more information available about the Houston expansion?
Yes, Sunpan plans to release additional information about the Houston, Texas expansion later in the year.Sunpan
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